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From the President
The other day a Muslim tried to convert me. He told me it was the 
Apostle Paul who had invented the idea of Christian world mission – 
Jesus only wanted the gospel to go to the Jews and not to the Gentiles.

He knew his Bible, but only selectively. The words of Jesus in Matthew 
28 about making disciples of all nations, and his promise to be with us 
until the end of the age, appeared to be news to him.

But even without the specific command of Jesus, Christianity is still a 
missionary faith. Mission inevitably flows out of who God is and what 
God has done.

The Bible tells us that there is only one God, the Creator and Master of 
the world. There is only one Son of God, who has come into the world 
as its one and only Saviour and the one way to God. 

In this world, people believe in many gods and many lords. But the 
truth that God is one creates a universal gospel and a way of salvation 
through the death of Jesus. 

This gospel message is central to the work of CMS. CMS missionaries 
from Australia have been sharing the message of Christ’s salvation 
sacrificially and courageously since the 1800s. 

As CMS looks to the future, there remains an unwavering passion to 
share the gospel with a world that needs to know Jesus. 

It is for this reason that I enthusiastically support its work and have been 
privileged to be its President.

Most Rev Dr Peter Jensen  
President of CMS Australia & Anglican Archbishop of Sydney (2001–13)
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Who is ?

Our Values
Our values are at the core of who we are and what we do. As a fellowship in God’s mission, we value:

•	 Prayer for God’s mission: Mission belongs to God and everything depends on him. Therefore trusting and persevering 
prayer is central to all that we are and all that we do.

•	  People in long-term mission: Setting apart appropriately gifted and well trained people for long-term mission service 
is a key strategy in God’s mission. We are therefore committed to careful and thorough selection, in-depth training, 
excellence in language, deep cultural insight and high quality pastoral care.

•	 Humility in mission: We engage in mission in humility – confident in the gospel but fully aware of our own 
weakness and frailty. We seek to be humble, servant hearted and generous, conscious that all parts of the 
worldwide body of Christ are interdependent on one another for their learning, growth and maturity.

•	 Wholeness in mission: We are committed to wholeness in mission that unites the proclamation of the word and the 
demonstration of Christ’s love in the witness of the community of God’s people. As we live in long term relationship 
with those we serve, we are compelled to speak of the Lord Jesus and demonstrate his love in practical action as 
we meet human need.

•	 Partnership in mission: We work as co-labourers with churches and Christian organisations around the world wherever 
there is common vision. We work under local leadership, at their invitation, in local ministries wherever possible.

•	 Equipping churches for mission: We value our partnership with churches in Australia and around the world and seek 
to serve by resourcing and educating them as they engage in cross-cultural mission.

•	  Membership in mission: We value the prayerfulness and passion of our members and supporters across Australia as 
together we work with churches to set apart and support long-term gospel workers.

Our Foundations of Mission
We believe:

God, the Creator, has made himself fully known in the incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ and through the unchanging 
truth of his written word, the Bible.

God commands all people everywhere to repent and believe the good news. In love and through the sacrificial, 
substitutionary death and bodily resurrection of his Son, God saves his elect people from wrath and judgment and raises 
us to new life through the power of his Spirit.

As God’s people we are called to proclaim this message in all the world that people might put their trust in Jesus as Lord 
and Saviour and so be reconciled to God the Father, become members with us of his forgiven people and live by the Spirit 
under his rule, awaiting the coming restoration of all things.

CMS (the Church Missionary Society of Australia) is a fellowship of Christian 
people and churches committed to global mission. We work together to set apart  
long-term workers who cross cultures to share the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.

A Snapshot of CMS
•	 We are one of the oldest and most respected evangelical mission organisations in Australia.

•	 We encourage people to get involved in cross-cultural mission through our six branches across 
Australia.

•	 We serve as co-labourers with over 100 international partners, including churches, schools, universities 
and Christian organisations, in more than 35 countries around the world.

•	 We have over 200 long-term workers, serving in strategic ministries to reach people for Christ. Our 
workers receive in-depth cross-cultural training and ongoing pastoral support.

Our Gospel Heritage
Since CMS’s humble beginnings in 1799, God has been at work through men and women with courage and 
vision, who grasped opportunities to make the gospel known around the world. 

CMS was founded in England by a small group of Anglican evangelicals with a passion for worldwide gospel 
outreach, including John Newton, who wrote Amazing Grace, and William Wilberforce, who was a leader in 
abolishing the slave trade in England.

This passion for people to hear the gospel saw CMS turn its attention to Australia. With work amongst Aboriginal 
people a primary focus at the time, a CMS outpost was set up in Sydney in 1825, and the first missionaries arrived 
from England shortly afterward to serve in western NSW. CMS Associations were set up around Australia, and the 
first Australian missionary, Helen Philips, sailed for Ceylon (Sri Lanka) in 1892.

In 1916, the Australian CMS Associations came together to form the Church Missionary Association of Australia 
(later to become the Church Missionary Society of Australia). CMS had sent missionaries from Australia to many 
countries by this time, including China, India, Palestine and Iran. By 1927 CMS had particular interest in North 
Australia and Tanganyika (Tanzania). 

More than 1500 Australians have served with CMS. As we prayerfully consider the years ahead, we remain as 
passionate as ever to see a world that knows Jesus.
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Introducing  
CMS Vision: Towards 2020

The passion that has driven CMS in mission since it began in the UK in 1799 remains the same: a longing 
for all people of the world to know Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour. But the world today is very different 
to the world of 1799 and even the world of the late 20th century. CMS believes a new strategic plan is vital 
for effective gospel outreach in our changing world.

1 “Syria war fuels Christian flight from Middle East,” BBC News, 16 December 2012,  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/

2 Timothy C. Tennent, Theology in the Context of World Christianity: How the Global Church Is Influencing the Way 
We Think about and Discuss Theology, Zondervan, p.8

Vision: Towards 2020 is a significant 
step forward for CMS. We consulted 
international mission leaders and 
theologians, seeking their advice on the 
major issues in global mission today and 
the particular role that CMS could play. 
We consulted widely at home across 
different generations. Above all we 
prayed and asked the Lord to lead us. 
And the Lord has been faithful as ever.

Our vision
Our vision is simple – a world that  
knows Jesus.

We aim to do this by: 

(1) reaching gospel-poor peoples for 
Christ, through evangelism and 
church planting, 

(2) equipping Christian leaders for 
church and society, and 

(3) engaging churches in cross-cultural 
mission.

Reaching gospel-poor 
peoples for Christ
At the centre of Vision: Towards 2020 is 
an emphasis on evangelism and church 
planting among those who have limited 
or no opportunity to hear the gospel – 
‘gospel-poor peoples’. 

In many people groups, evangelical 
churches are so small that they are 
are unable to be an effective witness 
to those in their community. Well 
resourced churches across the world 
need to support and walk with these 
tiny churches in the task of telling others 
about Jesus. 

There are many gospel-poor peoples 
in Europe. Parts of Europe are now 
among the most resistant to the gospel 
message, with their grand cathedrals a 
testimony to a past faith. Europe needs 
re-evangelising.

There are also gospel-poor peoples 
throughout the Muslim world. In the 
Middle East, for example, the number of 
Christians is only a quarter of what it was 
100 years ago.1 Life for Christians in the 
region is becoming increasingly difficult. 
God’s people in the Muslim world need 
Christians from places like Australia to 
commit their lives to working with them 
to share the good news of Christ. 

And then there are many gospel-poor 
peoples right on our doorstep in South 
East Asia and the Pacific, including 
millions of people from Buddhist and 
Muslim backgrounds. We believe it is our 
logical responsibility as CMS Australia, 
to be involved in reaching our near 
neighbours for Christ.

Equipping Christian leaders 
for church and society
Vision: Towards 2020 reaffirms our 
commitment to equipping Christian 
leaders for church and society, as we 
work with partner organisations around 
the world.

The growth of the Church in Africa, 
Asia and Latin America has been 
extraordinary. In 1900 there were less 
than 10 million Christians on the entire 
continent of Africa. Today there are over 
367 million!2  Throughout that time CMS 
missionaries gave sacrificially to the work 
of mission in many African nations such 
as Tanzania. The Tanzanian Church is 
growing in strength and number as their 
evangelists continue to share the gospel 
and plant more churches.

But today the cry is for leaders. Without 
godly leadership new churches in many 
parts of the world are being led astray 
by false teaching. In places like South 
Africa, Indonesia, Chile and Tanzania, 
missionaries and locals need to work 
alongside one another to train leaders 
for church and society who love the 

Lord Jesus and know his word. This is a 
critical time in the lives of these growing 
churches and their communities.

Engaging churches in 
cross-cultural mission
God is raising up people from the 
growing global church to serve him in 
the most diverse missionary movement 
the world has ever seen. Missionaries are 
going ‘from everywhere to everywhere’ 
to reach people for Christ. CMS is 
seeking to encourage and resource the 
churches we partner with overseas as 
they set apart people to serve the Lord in 
global mission. 

At home in Australia we long to see more 
churches setting apart and supporting 
workers to go as witnesses for Christ 
among gospel-poor peoples. We also 
long to see Australian churches cross 
cultures in their own neighbourhoods. 
The nations have come to us. We rejoice 
as we see more and more people from 
diverse backgrounds in our churches, 
including many Chinese, and many 
from the Islamic faith who have turned 
to Christ. But this is only the tip of the 
iceberg. The Lord has placed immense 
opportunities before the Australian 
Church.

CMS believes we have specialist skills 
and experience to offer training and 
mentoring to Australian churches to 
better equip them to share the gospel 
and grow churches among those from 
other lands – here and overseas.

Our prayer
This is our prayer: that you, as an 
important part of CMS, join in our Vision 
to see a world that knows Jesus.
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Our Purpose
We work:

 with churches 

to set apart long-term workers who cross cultures 

to share the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.

We live at both an exciting and a challenging time in world mission. We praise God for the 
extraordinary growth of his Church around the world, especially in Asia, Africa and Latin America – 
growth that has created great needs in discipleship and Bible training.

At the same time, we cry out to God because countless millions have still not heard the good 
news of Jesus Christ. Many people groups in our world have limited or no opportunity to hear 
the gospel – both those who are yet to hear the gospel and those who once had the gospel but 
now need re-evangelising. Without outside help, these ‘gospel-poor peoples’ will never hear of 
the lasting hope of Jesus Christ.

We are conscious that many gospel-poor peoples live in our ‘near neighbour’ region. We 
will therefore develop a greater focus on our near neighbours in the South East Asia and  
Pacific region.

Our Vision
In response to these truths, our Vision is to:

Reach gospel-poor peoples for Christ
With a particular focus on our near neighbours in the South-East Asia and Pacific 
region, CMS will identify and reach gospel-poor peoples through 

∞ serving in partnership with churches and organisations in evangelism  
and church planting among people of different faiths and philosophies

∞ providing professional workers who witness for Christ through word  
and action.

Equip Christian leaders for church and society
At the invitation of our partners, CMS trains and mentors Christian leaders for church 
and society through

∞ Bible teachers, theological educators and university student workers

∞ skilled Christian professionals

∞ Christian teachers and university lecturers

∞ scholarships and grants.

Engage churches in cross-cultural mission
CMS encourages churches to deepen their engagement in cross-cultural mission by 

∞ working with churches in Australia and around the world to set apart and 
support people for cross-cultural mission

∞ resourcing and educating Australian churches as they engage in cross-
cultural mission both in Australia and around the world

∞ offering apprenticeship programs to train and mentor Australian Christians 
in cross-cultural ministry.
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Reaching gospel-poor 
peoples for Christ

The greatest need of every human being is to know Jesus. To help provide strategic focus in our commitment 
to church planting and evangelism, we have adopted the term ‘gospel-poor peoples’ in Vision: Towards 2020. 
We want people all over the world to hear the gospel.

Who are gospel-poor 
peoples?
A people group is a significantly large 
sociological grouping of individuals 
who perceive that they have a common 
affinity with one another. There are 
around 13,000 people groups in the 
world.

Gospel-poor peoples refers to people 
groups who have limited or no 
opportunity to hear the good news of 
Jesus Christ, in their own language and 
cultural context, without outside help.

Where are the gospel-poor 
peoples?
From Asia to Europe to the Middle East, 
gospel-poor peoples are found all over 
the world. There are at least 1.5 billion 
people in the world who belong to 
gospel-poor peoples. The characteristics 
of gospel-poor peoples are diverse, but 
their ultimate need is the same – to 
know Jesus. 

The Islamic Sasak people live on 
Indonesia’s scenic island of Lombok. Out 
of a population of 2.8 million there are 
less than 500 known believers. There 
are many similar people groups across 
Indonesia, who need outside help in 

evangelism and church planting. Some 
of these people groups have no known 
believer. Many gospel-poor peoples in 
our world have never known Christ and 
the believers among them are often 
persecuted and marginalised.  

Then there are many people-groups in 
Europe who were once at the centre 
of Christendom that now need re-
evangelising. In one of the richest and 
most developed parts of Southern 
Europe, Catalonia, in Northern Spain, 
while 82% of Catalan people consider 
themselves Christians, only 0.04% are 
evangelical Christians. There is almost 
no indigenous witness to Christ.

Looking forward
To help us reach gospel-poor peoples, 
we are praying for new international 
partnerships to develop with churches 
and organisations involved in evangelism 
and church planting, particularly in 
South East Asia. We will also continue 
developing our existing partnerships 
among gospel-poor peoples in Europe, 
in Japan, and in parts of the Muslim 
world. And we’re also praying for a 
deeper commitment from Australian 
Christians to get involved in reaching 
gospel-poor peoples for Christ, at home 
and overseas.

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Finding meaning in Jesus
CMS has been partnering with the GBU  
(Groupes Bibliques Universitaires) for 
many years, reaching out to university 
students in France. This is Sophie’s story 
of how she came to know Jesus:

Before I knew God I was very anxious, I 
felt that my life had no meaning. I had 
vaguely heard about God when I was 
younger, but by my adolescent years, 
I thought God was too distant and 
abstract and that he didn’t exist. I had 
never opened a Bible – I thought it was 
an austere and intimidating book. 

During my English studies at university in 
Paris, I started attending the GBU, where 
I heard about Jesus for the first time. I 
felt welcomed and loved by the people 
I met there. At a GBU weekend away I 
realised that God was the missing piece 
in my life.

I had been looking for meaning in 
relationships and in my studies, but now 
I have learned that this can only be found 
when we offer our lives to someone 
greater – Jesus. He gave his life to wash 
away all my sin, to make me perfect 
and holy. Now I want to offer my life to 
him – to live according to his teaching 
and his will. It is not always easy being 
a Christian. Change takes time. But my 
creator God provides for my needs and 
he guides me through his Word. I have 
nothing to worry about.“In CMS’s new vision, reaching gospel-poor peoples is now 

explicitly front and centre. This vision will help guard the 
gospel and the heart of what mission is all about. Our prayer 
is that God will raise up multitudes of students and graduates 
to serve with CMS and other like-minded organisations for 
the glory of Christ.”

Richard Chin, Director of the Australian  
Fellowship of Evangelical Students
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Reaching our 
near neighbours for Christ

Australia has strong geographical, historical, political and economic ties to South East Asia and the South 
Pacific region. Together with these, we love to eat its varied foods, visit on holidays; and many from the 
region now call Australia home.

Despite Australia’s diverse relationships 
with South East Asia and the South 
Pacific region, there are still over 500 
million people in our neighbourhood 
who have not heard the gospel. 

CMS believes that as we seek to reach 
gospel-poor peoples for Christ, it is 
wise and strategic to increase our focus 
on people groups in the South East 
Asia-Pacific region.

Reaching people from 
Muslim backgrounds for 
Christ
Indonesia, one of our nearest 
neighbours, is not only the fourth most 
populous nation in the world, but also 
has the largest Muslim population in the 
world. Among many people groups in 
Indonesia, some numbering in the tens 
of millions, there is almost no indigenous 
Christian witness. In some places, it is 
increasingly difficult for Christians to 
meet together.

Reaching people from 
Buddhist backgrounds for 
Christ
In other places in South East Asia, 
millions of gospel-poor peoples find 
their identity in Buddhism. In Myanmar 
(Burma) for example, the Bahma are 
the largest ethnic people group, making 

up 70% of the population. This people 
group is largely Buddhist, with a very 
small Christian minority. The Anglican 
Archbishop of Myanmar, Stephen 
Than Myint Oo says, “The influence of 
Buddhism on Burmese people is very 
strong. After many decades of internal 
conflict, to be Burmese is to be Buddhist.” 

Despite CMS's links in  South  East
Asia,   young   converts   to   Christianity 
often face significant pressure from  
family members to participate in 
traditional Buddhist celebrations, 
including being married in Buddhist 
wedding ceremonies. 

The challenges in this region is 
immense. To become a Christian is more 
than just changing faith, it involves taking 
on a new identity that is in many ways 
contrary to family, culture and heritage.

An increased emphasis
CMS has had a long presence over many 
decades in Australia’s neighbourhood. 
We will continue to stand alongside our 
international partners in the region. 

In the coming years we will be actively 
seeking to develop new partnerships in 
our near neighbours so that we can reach 
out to gospel-poor peoples through 
evangelism and church planting.

Please pray for gospel-poor peoples 
among our neighbours to know Jesus as 
their Lord and Saviour. 

A harvest field on our 
doorstep

A CMS worker reflects on opportunities 
to tell gospel-poor peoples in a Muslim 
nation about Jesus. He writes:

Though I usually ride my motorbike, on 
this particular day I was driven in a car 
to another city, to speak at a Madrasah 
(Islamic junior high school). 

We travelled through towns where 
there is a single church amidst several 
mosques, but as we approached our 
destination, the churches became harder 
to see. In this very poor area, people are 
proud of their Muslim heritage and their 
connection back to the Wali Sanga (nine 
‘saints of Islam’), who are credited with 
first bringing Islam to the region.

When we arrived I enjoyed speaking to 
the happy and inquisitive boys and girls 
sitting at desks wearing school uniforms, 
(including head covering for girls), in 
classrooms where verses from the 
Qur’an and the name of Allah adorned 
the walls.

I spent the night at the home of the head 
of the village. I don’t know any followers 
of Jesus in this village. There are no 
churches. As I enjoyed conversation 
with my hosts, I was constantly praying 
to the Father to open their hearts and my 
mouth so that these gospel-poor people 
might hear about who Jesus really is.

I will keep returning to this area and 
asking the Father to send other workers 
into this harvest field.

Serve with CMS –
make Jesus known 
as you teach English 
Building relationships is 
vital for reaching gospel-
poor peoples for Christ. In 
South East Asia, teaching 
English enables relationships 
to develop with people 
of all ages that create 
opportunities to share the 
good news about Jesus. A 
CMS worker in the region 
says, “This ministry often 
provides an open door for the 
gospel – people consistently 
ask questions about the Bible 
and what Christians believe.”

There are many opportunities 
throughout South East Asia 
to teach English as a Foreign 
Language. CMS is looking for 
people who love Jesus, who 
love others and are open to 
developing relationships with 
people to seek opportunities 
to make Jesus known.

“The emphasis of CMS’s new vision on reaching our near 
neighbours reflects the principle underlying Jesus’ words to 
the apostles in Acts 1:8. Our near neighbours are religious-
rich but gospel-poor. God has placed us in this region, and 
we must preach the gospel in our Judea and Samaria, in 
places like the Northern Territory and Indonesia, as well as to 
the ends of the earth.”

Rev Glenn Davies, Bishop of North Sydney
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Equipping Christian leaders 
for church and society

What would the world look like if our leaders knew Jesus? What would a nation look like if its lawyers, 
teachers, doctors, engineers and professors were seeking to follow Jesus in the way they worked each day? 
What would families and communities look like if church pastors, parents and community leaders loved 
Jesus and were seeking to live in obedience to his word?

A growing church
God’s grace to the nations over the 
last 100 years was to grow the Church 
in amazing ways particularly in Africa, 
Asia, Latin America and the Pacific. It is 
estimated that on each day of the 20th 
century in Africa alone, 10,000 people 
came to identify with the Christian faith. 
An unparalleled miracle.

It is not surprising then, that today our 
partners in these regions are seeking help 
to equip their new, young and growing 
churches with well trained, godly and 
biblically-minded leaders. Not just in 
their Bible colleges, but in their schools, 
colleges and universities. 

Rev Dr David Seccombe, principal of 
George Whitefield College in South 
Africa for almost 20 years, believes 
that the greatest need of the African 
Church is to train pastors with sound 
Christian knowledge. He says, “There is 
so much enthusiasm – young men will 
just set themselves up as pastors. Some 
are imitating the prosperity teachers 
on television. But these leaders need 
to understand the Bible and Christian 
theology – these are the ABC’s of 
Christian faith. Bible colleges in Africa 
need to be clear about the gospel. If 
leaders are introduced to it in a way they 
can understand, then their excitement 
levels go up and they want to teach it to 
others.”

A passion for godly leaders
We rejoice that 129 CMS missionaries are 
currently involved in training, teaching 
and mentoring leaders in 35 countries 
around the world. Over the last decade, 
more than half of the Anglican clergy in 
Chile have graduated from the Centre for 
Pastoral Studies (‘CEP’), a Bible college 
started in 2003 by CMS missionaries 
working alongside Chilean nationals. 
CEP plays a strategic role in providing 
Bible and ministry training for church 
leaders in Chile.

CMS has also enabled hundreds of 
students to undertake theological studies 
at Bible colleges and universities in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America, helping to 
develop them as leaders for the church 
who know and love God and his word. 

Vision: Towards 2020 encapsulates a 
dream of pastors and Bible teachers, 
evangelists and student workers, 
teachers and lawyers, engineers and 
nurses, parents and children, knowing 
the word of God and its transforming 
power in every part of life and society. 
We want to join in training godly leaders 
for church and society who will grow, 
nurture, strengthen and protect God’s 
Church through all the challenges that 
the 21st century will bring.

Shiva’s Story
CMS missionary Bruce Hayes trains 
postgraduate General Practice residents 
at Patan Hospital in Kathmandu, Nepal. 
Through training, mentoring and role 
modelling, Bruce is helping doctors like 
Shiva serve God and the community 
through their work.

Shiva was the first Christian to graduate 
from the GP post-graduate program for 
doctors at Patan Hospital under Bruce’s 
leadership. Raised in a low caste Hindu 
family, Shiva’s whole family have now 
come to faith in Jesus Christ. Shiva 
pursued further medical training as part 
of his passion to help people in the poor, 
rural village where he grew up, come 
“out of darkness”.

He is currently working as a senior doctor 
in rural Nepal, providing comprehensive 
obstetric care and general services, as 
well as preaching regularly in different 
churches.

Following completion of his current 
work, Shiva wants to serve his own 
community through the church he 
has established with his brothers in 
their family home, and provide holistic 
medical care that points people to Jesus 
as the great healer.

“CMS can make a strategic contribution in universities 
throughout Africa. Universities are wide open to Christianity 
and they present a great opportunity for reaching out to the 
leaders of tomorrow.”

Rev Dr David Seccombe, Principal, George  
Whitefield College, South Africa (1993-2012)
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Equipping Christian leaders 
for church and society  continued

Training the leaders of 
tomorrow

CMS missionary Wim Prins has been 
leading seven discipleship groups 
focused on Biblical leadership and 
evangelistic outreach in Cambodia.

One of the groups includes the six 
leaders of Pastor Rysa’s congregation. 
He wanted to see these promising 
young leaders formally equipped for 
ministry. Every Saturday they faithfully 
meet for training, using a method called 
Theological Education by Extension. 

This series of Bible courses is helping 
grow the future leaders of the 
Cambodian Church. They are part of a 
new generation, replenishing pastors 
and elders brutally murdered under the 
Pol Pot regime of the 1970s. 

By coming alongside these young 
leaders, Wim has encouraged them to 
stand strong and continue proclaiming 
the gospel in a rural setting that is 
typically hostile to Christianity.

Impacting remote NT 
communities

CMS missionaries Terry and Liz McCoy 
recently embarked on a fruitful roadtrip 
to five remote indigenous communities 
in Arnhem Land to encourage God’s 
people there to enrol at Nungalinya 
College in Darwin. They write:

“The church leaders gathered their 
church members together so all 
we needed to do was sit and chat 
and pray. They had heard reports of 
how the teaching at Nungalinya was 
impacting communities as people 
have returned from the College to 
take on leadership, strengthened and 
renewed in their commitment to God 
and their people, but still grounded in 
their culture.”

As a result of the trip, 80 students were 
enrolled for the following academic year 
at Nungalinya College. Praise God!
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Engaging churches in 
cross-cultural mission
If we long to see a world that knows Jesus, the task of cross-cultural mission can begin next door, at 
the supermarket or in the school playground. As well as engaging in God’s global mission, Australian 
Christians have an unprecedented opportunity to reach the nations right here.

1 Attorney-General’s Department, ‘Australia to 
2050: future challenges,’ January 2010, 
http://archive.treasury.gov.au

2 Bob Birrell, ‘Reality check on growth,’ Sydney 
Morning Herald, January 14, 2010, 
http://www.smh.com.au/

Cross-cultural mission in 
Australia
The Australian population is projected to 
rise to 36 million by 2050,1 with 85% of 
that growth expected to come from new 
migration.2 Our growing multi-cultural 
population is set to become ever more 
diverse in the decades ahead. 

Jesus has called his Church to make 
disciples of all nations, and people from 
the nations have now become our 
neighbours. We praise God for the many 
new cross-cultural ministries emerging 
across our country. More are needed – 
cross-cultural mission must increasingly 
be a priority for the Australian Church. 
From our major cities to rural areas, the 
needs are great and the opportunities 
are endless. 

Cross-cultural mission can be daunting 
and difficult. Before we even get to talk 
about the hope we have in Jesus with 
a friend or neighbour from another 
culture, we often face language barriers 
and cultural differences. Mindful of the 
need and the challenges involved, we 
have been seeking to equip, resource 
and encourage Australian churches 
to engage in cross-cultural mission. 
We currently do this through CMS 
missionaries, annual conferences and 
publications.

The future
As we look to the future and consider the 
needs and challenges, CMS is passionate 
about growing our contribution to 
engaging churches in cross-cultural 
mission in Australia. We hope to do this 
in three key areas:

1. Mentac 

Mentac (Mentoring Across Cultures) is a 
two-year flexible learning program that 

currently runs in Sydney and Melbourne, 
developing cross-cultural apprentices 
with passion, character and skills to reach 
people from Muslim backgrounds. We 
are looking to establish Mentac in other 
cities, and expand our ministry training 
to include reaching out to Buddhist as 
well as Muslim people.

2. Former CMS missionaries 

We aim to enable former missionaries  to 
work with Australian churches in cross-
cultural mission.

3. CMS training team at St  
Andrew’s Hall

We also want CMS’s experienced team 
at our intercultural training centre in 
Melbourne to develop courses and 
resources for the Australian Church.

Engaging local churches 
beyond our shores
Mission is now from everywhere to 
everywhere, and today missionaries from 
all over the world are crossing cultures 
with the gospel. 

CMS missionaries can provide expertise 
and resources to international partner 
churches as they too send missionaries 
to other cultures to proclaim the gospel. 
And in the process we learn much from 
their courage and sacrifice in mission 
service. 

We also remain committed to providing 
funding to International Ministry Partners 
(iNMPs), to support people from other 
cultures doing evangelism and church 
planting among gospel-poor peoples. 

Today we stand alongside brothers 
and sisters from around the world to 
fulfil God’s great task of global mission. 
Together we share one great hope, to 
see a world that knows Jesus.

Mentac is making 
a difference

Jo has been involved in ministry among 
people from Muslim backgrounds 
through a local church in Sydney, NSW. 
Mentac has played a significant role in 
training and supporting her in this cross-
cultural ministry.

“Being immersed in a multicultural 
neighbourhood has involved many new 
experiences and lots of instances of 
cultural confusion. Mentac has provided 
valuable team support through this and 
helped me develop skills for witnessing 
cross culturally. 

In our weekly Mentac meetings we have 
grappled with big picture questions 
about mission, such as ‘How should 
culture shape how we do church, or 
how we explain the gospel?’  This will be 
foundational for any overseas work I do 
in the future.”
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“We know that mission today is from 
everywhere to everywhere. It is great that CMS 
has incorporated this truth into their strategy, 
helping to equip people for cross-cultural 
ministry – at home and overseas.”

Kanishka Raffel, St Matthews Shenton Park, Perth

“We at Moore College look forward to continuing a very close 
partnership with CMS in training leaders who will train others, 
reaching our near neighbours with the gospel and helping 
resource overseas church leaders in a strategic and effective 
way in the years ahead.”

Rev Dr Mark Thompson, Principal - elect, Moore Theological 
College, Sydney

“It is fantastic to know I am 
one of thousands of people 
who are on board with 
seeing the vision of a world 
that knows Jesus become a 
reality, under God.”

Belinda, Sydney

“Mission is not about us. It’s not 
about our organisation, or church, 
or strategy. Mission is about a world 
that needs Jesus. In fact, so is our 
organisation, our church and our 
strategy. Jesus came first, and his 
world needs him. We live in a world 
that needs Jesus.”

Jenny, ACT

“Let’s pray that all the countries 
of the world learn about Jesus.”

Toby, Melbourne

“Imagine what the world would be 
like if everyone knew Jesus. What 
a different world it would be! I’m 
praying for a world that knows Jesus.”

Judy, Ipswich, Qld

“The 2020 Vision inspires me to be enthusiastic 
towards the mission of God through our Lord Jesus 
Christ to our near neighbours in order to be strategic 
and use our funds wisely.”

Margie Higgins, Former CMS missionary, Melbourne

“I think the vision to reach gospel-
poor people is very exciting. It’s an 
important way of looking at the 
people of the world, and what they 
know of Jesus, and providing them 
opportunities to respond to him.”

Sandra, Gold Coast, Qld

“I’m really excited about 
the Mentac program, as it is 
teaching people about cultural 
differences so that they can 
work with people from other 
countries in Australia. Mission 
isn’t always about going out. 
There are no borders and 
no ocean when it comes to 
mission.”

Verity, Adelaide

“Gospel-poor people can be 
right here in Australia and 
overseas. My commitment to 
CMS for 2013 is to continue to 
listen to God to hear how I can 
best serve him cross-culturally.”

Anita, Tasmania

“CMS has clarified the important role of the local 
church getting involved in worldwide mission – 
both at home and abroad. I think it’s really valuable 
that CMS is helping churches themselves be 
involved in God’s mission to the world.”

Andrew, Adelaide

Your place in Vision: 
Towards 2020
As a fellowship of God’s people, we passionately believe that everyone has a part to 
play in our vision to see a world that knows Jesus. Pray that God will work in your heart 
as you consider your role – whether it is praying, caring, giving or going. If you are 
interested in getting more involved in mission, we’d love to hear from you! 

I will give money to CMS so that the work 
of proclaiming Jesus can continue. 

Visit give.cms.org.au or fill in the ‘giving to 
CMS’  form below. 

    give  

I will care for CMS missionaries and the 
communities in which they serve in practical 
ways. 

Visit www.cms.org.au/get-involved/care to find 
out more or we will send you information. 

    care  


